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1. The Challenge of Lowering Greenhouse Gases from Building
Operations
Reducing energy consumption continues to grow as a priority for all levels of government as well
as public institutions and private companies. For governments, this priority forms an essential
component of their plans to achieve environmental savings, primarily in terms of reducing
greenhouse gas (“GHG”) emissions. This is because over 80% of the man-made GHG emissions in
Canada come from the production and use of energy. For provincial governments (responsible
for electricity systems), energy conservation/efficiency has also been embraced because it
reduces the need for expensive additions of electricity generation, transmission and distribution
assets.
For energy end users, reduced energy use is a growing priority because it represents a way for
these organizations to control their energy costs. An important but often unrecognized benefit
of investment in energy efficiency is that such investments are relatively labour intensive with
most of the labour supplied by companies in the immediate vicinity of the project, providing
local jobs from a local labour force and boosting local economy.
The potential for energy savings and GHG emission reductions in the commercial/ institutional
sector is very large. This is because this sector is responsible for 14% of all secondary energy
consumed in Canada and 9% of Canada’s man-made GHG emissions in 2006. Within this sector,
office buildings (including public administration), health care/social assistance and education
represent over 50% of this demand. In the City of Toronto, emissions from buildings of all types
account for 52% of the city’s GHGs. It is estimated that commercial/institutional buildings can
typically achieve savings of 15-35% and more, driven by factors like Return on Investment (ROI),
financing charges (if any), forecasts for future energy prices and carbon, and other factors. These
potential annual savings are critical in meeting energy conservation and GHG emission reduction
targets. Additional secondary benefits such as reduced maintenance, life-cycle replacements and
overall business/ building resilience considerably impact the overall ROI.

The Aspirations and Challenge of a Low Carbon Target
Showing remarkable leadership among world class cities, the City of Toronto has developed its
plan for making significant reductions in carbon emissions and energy use across the City,
through its climate strategy TransformTO.
From the City’s website:
TransformTO is Toronto’s ambitious climate action strategy. Unanimously
approved by City Council in July 2017, TransformTO lays out a set of long-term,
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low-carbon goals and strategies to reduce local greenhouse gas emissions and
improve our health, grow the City’s economy, and improve social equity.
Toronto’s greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reduction targets, based on 1990 levels:




30 per cent by 2020
65 per cent by 2030
Net zero by 2050, or sooner
City staff have confirmed that the built environment holds significant opportunity to
reduce greenhouse gases (GHG).

On October 3, 2019, Toronto City Council adopted the following:
1. City Council declare a climate emergency for the purpose of naming, framing, and
deepening our commitment to protecting our economy, our ecosystems and our
community from climate change.
2. City Council endorse a net zero greenhouse gas emissions target that is in line with
keeping global average temperature rise below 1.5 degrees Celsius, immediately
strengthening Toronto's goal of becoming net zero before 2050, and City Council
request the Director, Environment and Energy to report back by the fourth quarter
of 2020 on the feasibility of actions that could achieve net zero by 2040.
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Thus, the challenge of a low carbon future for Toronto gained strong political support,
responding to the desires of so many of its citizens. Noteworthy is the added ambition that the
previous goal of carbon-neutrality by 2050 be re-examined, to understand if the target date for
achievement can be moved up to 2040.
To-date, two Request for Proposals (of one building each) have been issued by City staff for Deep
Retrofit projects, to support TransformTO objectives. Within those RFPs it was stated that for the
buildings within the Corporation of the City of Toronto (“the City buildings” herein), the City is
looking for deep energy retrofits that will achieve the following goals:





An average energy reduction of 40% in City buildings by 2040, based on 2017 baseline
Reduce city GHG emissions by 80% from 1990 levels
Maximize opportunities of renewable energy
Achieve financial return within maximum of 20 years using City's interest rates

A Definite Challenge
Buildings generally use electricity off the Toronto Hydro grid for their power, and purchase
natural gas for their heating needs. Natural gas has a much denser carbon profile per unit than
Ontario electricity, yet its cost is significantly less per equivalent unit.
The table below gives a sense of the impacts of these primary utilities, used by almost all of the
City’s buildings.
Utility

Cost per unit

Cost per
useable MJ

GHG/unit
(grams)

Natural Gas
Electricity

$0.30 /m3
$0.16 /kWh

$9.85
$44.44

1870 / m3
31 / kWh

Units of
energy for 1
tonne of CO2
534.8
32,258

Cost for 1
tonne of CO2
$168
$5,161

What this table shows us is the following:



As an energy source, natural gas is currently about 1/5 the cost of electricity, for an
equivalent quantity of energy, so financial savings come mainly from electricity
To reduce building-related GHGs, aim to reduce natural gas use

The City will need to take a comprehensive, holistic approach to retrofitting their buildings, to
lower both electricity use (to make financial gains), and to lower natural gas use (to make CO2
gains). To pursue one utility without the other also being addressed, we believe, will not assist
the City in meeting its TransformTO goals.
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What can be said for building retrofits is that they can in many circumstances pay for
themselves. This cannot be said about many of the other initiatives being taken within the
TransformTO script. Drawing from the report “TransformTO: Climate Action for a Healthy,
Equitable, Prosperous Toronto” by SSG and whatif in April 2017, the authors state on page 80
that “Energy Efficiency Represents the Greatest Value” in the various steps and areas of focus in
attaining significant carbon reductions in the city.

The Building Stock
City staff have identified approximately 600 buildings within the City’s portfolio that have a
significant use of energy, and thus CO2 emissions. These buildings range in size from small
storage sheds to sites like Metro Hall and Union Station.
Some excellent work has been done to portray the buildings grouped by type, to show their cost
for energy in 2018, their emissions related to that energy use and to convey the breakdown of
which building types are the largest users of energy. This can be found in the recent City report
“2019-2024 Energy Conservation and Demand Management Plan”.

Recent TransformTO Deep Retrofit projects
In beginning to address the need to make significant reductions in energy use and GHGs, in
February 2018 the City issued a pre-qualification document to the market, seeking to short-list
firms that can work for the City on these challenging projects. Eight firms have been selected by
City staff through this process. Firms were selected based on their experience in verifiable
savings achieved on buildings, for having focus in their organization on helping customers lower
energy/GHG use, having sufficient financial standing, and other qualifications. Note that of the
firms short-listed, the majority are members of the Energy Services Association of Canada.
As mentioned earlier, the City has issued two Request for Proposals have been issued to these
pre-qualified firms, asking them to propose “Deep Retrofit” projects for two different City
buildings. The goal of both RFPs was to receive proposals that made significant energy and GHG
reductions within the building, modeled over a 20-year term using funds provided by the City.
Different from conventional projects in which a specification of product or installation is
outlined, the bidders are asked to evaluate the site and its data (drawings, energy use history,
reports, etc.) to create a project of their own thinking. The proposal must meet a number of
guidelines and imperatives, provided by the City. The first RFP (issued November 2018) was for
the Etobicoke Olympium and the second was for the EMS Headquarters site on Dufferin (issued
June 2019). One project, the first, has been awarded / contracted to-date, and evaluations
continue on the 2nd building’s proposals.
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Achieving significant reductions in City buildings is a monumental challenge. Past retrofit efforts,
focused on cost savings, have borne fruit for the City financially, so they are generally not highly
wasteful buildings. Secondly, lowering natural gas use is the most obvious way to lower GHGs,
yet as shown above, the monetary value of natural gas is a fraction of the value of the equivalent
energy unit of electricity. Third, it will take many years to see progress on these targets unless
the pace or nature of the RFPs change. With 600 buildings, and only 20 years’ time to achieve
net carbon zero operation, at least 30 individual RFPs would need to be issued each year if the
present nature of RFPs remains unchanged. Fourth, the total possible investment needed in
these buildings is substantial, and would place enormous fiscal pressure on the City. More on
this financial element will be discussed later in this paper.
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2. Brief History of Energy Performance Contracting (EPC)
Energy Performance Contracting (EPC) has been used in Canada (and worldwide) for the last 30
years. An EPC’s main feature is that a single firm is responsible for the concept, delivery and
performance of a complete building retrofit. Since accountability is clear, measurable and
singular, savings’ values can be guaranteed by the contractor. By taking this path, the customer
transfers the technical and financial risks associated with energy efficiency retrofit projects from
the City to a private Energy Services provider.
There are multiple options for securing the up-front financing (See Section 4)
 End user sourced debt/ capital
 Private sector sourced financing
 A geared blend of the above to optimise the deal for the end user including the inclusion
of available grant monies
By providing a guaranteed outcome, the project can use anticipated future energy savings from a
building renovation/ retrofit project to finance the upfront capital costs.
An “Energy Services Company”, or “ESCO”, has been the historic label applied to those who
provide Energy Savings Performance Contracts. This report will adhere to this name.
Under an EPC, the ESCO guarantees that the energy savings identified for the project will be
achieved over the term of the contract. In most cases, they are sufficient to pay for entire
project, but that can depend on the final scope of work the customer requires.
The ESCO can also arrange for third party financing but as the ESCO is NOT a financial institution,
they are indifferent as to whether the end user provides the required funding.
Under the basic tenets of an EPC, a private sector firm develops, installs and where required,
arranges financing for projects designed to improve the energy efficiency and maintenance costs
for existing facilities over a seven to twenty-five year (or longer) time period. The firm provides a
written guarantee to the customer on the quantity of energy savings, and compensates the
customer if the project does not save the values that were agreed by both parties. This contract
arrangement is based upon achieving performance outcomes determined by the City and ESCO
together, offering great assurance to the City as the ESCO is responsible for providing the
solutions to meet the performance outcomes in the undertaking of extensive “Deep Energy”
retrofits of its facilities.
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In 2015, the marketplace consulting firm Frost and Sullivan broke down these speciality expert
firms into the following profiles or categories;

ESCOs generally act as project developers for a wide range of tasks while assuming the technical
and performance risk associated with the project. Typically, they offer the following turnkey
services;


Detailed energy and infrastructure audits



Development of a project that may include a number of Measures to lower energy use
and achieve other goals that the customer wishes to address (e.g. CO2 reduction,
equipment replacement, stubborn comfort issues, etc.)



Design the Measures (this often includes more building related upgrades with a lesser or
no return on GHG/ energy extending from fenestration, roofs, etc. to full building
renovations)
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Can arrange for financing of some or all of the project cost



Work on behalf of the end user to obtain all possible incentives from utilities, vendors,
and governments to blend with the overall financial arrangement



Provide a guarantee of savings, which will be monitored and reported on a regular cycle,
using standards developed for the global energy retrofit industry (the International
Performance Monitoring and Verification Protocol, or IPMVP)



Install the Measures, including all safety permitting, code compliance, commissioning,
documentation of the work, and training of customer staff



Optionally, they provide maintenance services for some or all of the equipment installed,
driven by the end user’s preference and/ or training of the end user’s/ Union staff



Monitor and verify the project’s savings; and



Assume the risk that the project will save the amount of energy guaranteed.

All of these services are bundled into the project’s cost and are repaid through the dollar savings
generated through implementation. As a demonstration of this process’s flexibility and
customization, some customers choose to contribute capital funds to the project, so that more
work can be accomplished at once, such as addressing backlog maintenance and building
renovations. This is especially true when capital works were forecast for particular systems in the
building. Advancing those investments, and integrating them efficiently and operationally into a
retrofitted building means that a more, well-controlled, more cost-efficient building results with
higher GHG savings achieved.
The following illustration shows how an EPC works. The project eliminates the inefficient energy
use and uses the savings generated during the term of the contract to pay for the initial project
cost. At the end of the contract, the end user pays the reduced energy bills for the remainder of
the life of the equipment.
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Source: NRCan Office of Energy Efficiency

It is estimated that contracts worth about $350 to $400 million are signed every year in Canada
with about 85-90% of these with public sector organizations (governments at all levels, National
Defence, universities/colleges, schools and hospitals). Projects typically range in size from $1$50 million. The Canadian federal government has been actively promoting the use of EPCs
since 1991 through the Office of Energy Efficiency’s “Federal Building Initiative”. To-date, that
program has led to over 70 successful projects in federal facilities, many involving multiple
buildings, that have utilized over $320 million in private sector funding and resulted in $44
million in annual energy savings. The US has a similar program (Federal Energy Management
Program) as do most states. The US government estimated the market to be $5.3 billion in 2011
and expected to grow to $10.6 - $15.3 billion by 2020.
In the last few years, EPCs have started to be used to finance non-energy related deferred
maintenance priorities by extending the term of the contract or incorporating client capital
investment. The additional capital for non-energy related projects is generated by extending the
debt service period beyond the simple payback of the energy aspects. In this way, energy
savings are being used to finance capital projects such as roof repair/replacement,
elevator/washroom upgrades, parking lots, etc. This ability to reduce deferred maintenance
back-logs without additional tax-payer support is increasingly important as public accounting
standards gravitate to more disclosure of deferred maintenance liabilities for provincial
governments.
In 2017, the Energy Services Association of Canada (ESAC) polled its members and identified over
280 projects, covering all of Canada, and many vertical markets like municipalities, provinces,
federal government, healthcare, K12 education, higher education, private sector and industry.
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The plot below identifies the projects in each province. Ontario has seen the most uptake of this
business proposition.
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3. EPCs to Support TransformTO
Energy efficiency projects have three main benefits which are referred to as the 3 E’s:





Environment – Over 40% of the world’s emissions are a result of buildings. Taking action to make
existing buildings less energy-using and less polluting is good for the environment and helps the
world achieve the GHG reduction targets being called for from every corner of society.
Employment – Energy efficiency projects are labour intensive, unlike many energy supply
technologies that are capital intensive. Roles related to mechanical, electrical, plumbing and
structural trades, permitting, engineering, safety enforcement, financing, software development,
and training, among others are involved in the development and delivery of energy retrofit
projects. According to the 2019 report by Environmental Careers Organization Canada
(EcoCanada) there was an employment net growth of 8.3% in 2018 or 2.3% of all jobs in Canada
was created from Energy Efficiency.
Economy – Energy efficiency lowers the funds leaving the community (paying for out of area
power generation and natural gas production), and keeps funds locally, and ultimately lowers the
expenditure on energy so that funds can one day be used on other priorities. With an ability and
motivation to develop and deliver projects well, ESCOs help customers avoid the rising cost of
carbon.

While there are a variety of approaches that can be used to achieve important energy savings,
EPCs have a number of distinct benefits over and above a building owner’s “do-it-yourself
model”, including the following:







Comprehensive – EPC projects tend to include a larger number of measures as part of a
comprehensive program rather than typical upgrades which tend to be fragmented. With the
fragmented approach, often the most cost effective measures are undertaken on their own which
means it becomes more difficult to justify other measures after these have been completed. By
looking at an asset or better, a portfolio of assets as a system, greater efficiencies can be
developed than with a piecemeal approach to upgrades. It is also a better way to make the
building work better overall, and to address long-standing comfort issues.
Accountability – Under EPCs, there is one contract with the ESCO who is responsible for
managing all the activities related to the capital work. This single-source of responsibility avoids
finger-pointing that is common when there are multiple contracts.
Releases Pressure on Capital – As EPCs can use private financing sources, scarce capital dollars
can be used for other priorities.
Guaranteed Savings – All EPCs come with a performance guarantee which is backed-up by a
comprehensive Monitoring and Verification program
Addresses Existing Buildings – As Canada adds 1-1.5% to its building stock each year, the vast
majority of buildings in 10, 20 and even 30 years will be older. EPCs were created to improve the
energy efficiency of existing buildings.
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Clean Energy – More recent developments in the race to reduce GHG has seen the incorporation
of energy generation and storage included within the EPC projects, including; solar, geothermal,
district energy, battery, micro-grid etc.



Building Renovations – Government is developing documentation to support the use of EPCs in
major renovation projects usually implemented through more traditional Design Bid Build
contracts. This is due to the attraction of long term financing offset through guaranteed energy
savings afforded through the EPC styled contract.



Employee Training – As part of the complete services offered by the ESCO firms, full employee
training on all new equipment can be provided with no or little job redundancy. This enables
existing employees to grow with the project as old equipment is replaced for new.

While the initial purpose of these contracts was to reduce costs, EPCs are now being used to also
improve the environmental performance of existing buildings particularly by reducing the direct
and indirect greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) of the facility.
The contributions that EPCs can make to reducing human-generated GHG emissions are
important for two reasons.
1. Contribution to the City’s GHG Reduction Targets – Governments at the municipal, provincial and
federal level have set GHG reduction targets, and need timely action, expertise and funds to get
closer to reduction targets for 2030, 2040 and 2050. ESCO’s expertise, capacity for work,
guarantees and method of financing the work should be a welcome contribution.
2. Leadership by Example – In addition to the actual GHG savings, reducing emissions in the public
sector is important as it shows leadership by government-controlled organizations. Having its
own “House in Order” is particularly important as the City will be seeking to engage homeowners,
drivers and private companies to assist them in achieving their GHG reduction targets.
As stated earlier, the City has already pre-qualified expert firms in the field of energy retrofit, and each
has experience in providing guarantees of savings to their customers. The use of ESCOs to work for the
City to help address its huge building stock allows for the following:









Accountability (concept, design, implementation, commissioning, verification)
Leverage City staff (the depth of expertise and number of specialized staff within the ESCOs could
not be replicated by the City)
Expertise (literally thousands of years of staff expertise amongst the ESCOs)
Guaranteed savings (billions of dollars of guaranteed savings in the North American market)
Carbon cost avoidance (the current estimate for the City for its building-related carbon is an
added $4,503,450 per year, if carbon remains priced at $50 per tonne for 2022)
Acceleration - for leadership, progress and momentum building for TransformTO
Innovation – risk transfer from the City, funded by savings, not new taxes
ESCOs can be contracted to adhere to City procurement guidelines for supplier and sub trade
competition, and for Social Procurement goals.
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4. Financing of Energy Performance Contracts (EPCs)
A key feature of an EPC is that the payments against the upfront capital used for the project are
paid off through the realized savings that are realized and guaranteed by the ESCO. The form of
the guarantee means that if the projected energy savings are not achieved, the ESCO is obligated
to pay the difference between what was saved and what was guaranteed, effectively making
whole the end user. This is very different from other structures typically adopted by a
municipality as they are guaranteed by the government or “self-insured” – with the risk of failure
firmly the responsibility of the municipality.
Financing through an EPC-styled project can be considered differently, as the obligations are paid
from the energy that was saved, or “good debt”. By comparison, other standard capital debt
obligations taken on by the City can be considered “bad debt” as they are ultimately paid by
taxpayers and the revenues to do so are not clearly linked to the investment.
One of the initial reasons that the Energy Services industry got started decades ago was the fact
that capital funds were hard to allocate to energy-saving projects. Notwithstanding the added
issues of the day, like lack of expert firms, new/unknown technology, lack of certainty of savings,
etc., the lack of capital meant that it could be very hard to make long-term operational savings’
investments within an organization’s building stock.
Therefore, along with the ability and confidence to guarantee energy savings on a retrofit
project, ESCOs began to find innovative ways to combine financing as an option for their
customers. Today, literally billions of dollars of retrofit work has been performed using
innovative, non-customer financing for guaranteed energy performance contracts.
The two key financing routes taken by end users tend to be;


Self-sourced financing – end user sourced financing through its own ability to borrow
(debt) or through internal capital funding, or



Require the ESCO to provide debt financing for the project, developed through a
competitive process

Through the flexibility of the contract a third option exists


Blended financing – a combination of the above according the end users available
resources, limitations on borrowing, assessed opportunity cost of borrowing, risk
appetite and further grant funding available from third party sources

The ESCOs work with clients to explore all available financing options to maximize project
benefits while minimizing cash outlay and impact to the borrowing capacity of the end user. The
ESCO’s work closely with nationally established lenders as well as local financing partners to
achieve optimal structure and diversity. The general goal is to maximize environmental,
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operational and financial sustainability for the end user by combining innovative financing,
infrastructure renewal and modernization and renewable energy resiliency.

The Energy Services Agreement Structure
Typically, the City and an ESCO will enter into an Energy Services Agreement (ESA) pursuant to
which the ESCO will engineer, procure, install and guarantee the project. Under the ESA, the City
will pay for the cost of the installation over the term of the ESA (generally 15-25 years) solely
from energy and operational savings resulting from the project, as measured and verified by the
ESCO.
An independent third-party is sometimes used to verify the savings approach, but this is not
always required by the customer, because the ESCO and the customer establish in the ESA how
each energy-saving measure will be validated for performance and what day-to-day activities
could impact those savings, such as cleaning schedules, extended opening hours etc. With both
parties interested in achieving and maintaining savings, a third party’s value is diminished and
becomes an extra avoidable cost to the project. Modern web-connected monitoring systems
have also helped to make real-time energy use more visible. Such systems can also help identify
anomalies in building operation that could lead to lower than anticipated savings. With real-time
data shared across desktop and mobile platforms, the City and ESCO will have real-time data to
operate from for energy consumed a month or more ago. To avoid unnecessary costs and yet
still provide accountability, an independent third-party can be procured to conduct random M&V
audits on the project to protect both the interest of the City and the ESCO
Throughout the term of the ESA, the ESCO will continue to measure and verify the energy
savings on a regular basis (usually annual) and will submit a report reconciling the actual energy
savings against those anticipated. All payments made by the City under the ESA would be
contingent on the guaranteed savings being achieved and will be reconciled on the basis of the
results of the pre-agreed measurement and verification approach. In the event there are excess
energy savings at the end of the term, such excess savings will be owned and accrue to the
benefit of the City. In the event that there is a shortfall in savings, the ESCO will be responsible
for payment of the shortfall (on a pro-rata basis) and incentivized to find ways to deliver the
anticipated savings through additional system modification.
Whether client sourced financing or financing sourced through the private sector, the Terms and
Conditions related to the financing are negotiable, and are generally set to provide a fixed rate of
financing for the entire duration of the project (e.g. 15, 20, 25 years or more), starting from the
commencement of construction, or sometimes even at the start of the Concept Report
development if the value of that step is significant. This long-term fixed rate eliminates potential
rate exposure for the end user.
The ESA is the main governing document. Within which the ESCO assumes responsibility for the
concept, design, build and ongoing monitoring and verification of savings, and the savings
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guarantee of the level contractually agreed upon. Payments against the funding would be aimed
at maintaining at least a neutral annual cash flow for the City. Simply;
“Current Energy Budget = Lowered Energy Spend + EPC payment”

5. Proof of Concept for TransformTO
It is recommended that the City immediately undertakes a Proof of Concept (PoC) project, issued through
a Letter of Intent to one of the pre-qualified ESCOs on the City’s Vendor of Record. Development and
delivery of this PoC project will help the City understand in detail what investment projections and
workload lies ahead for the City’s building stock. The goals of this PoC are several;




To learn how larger, more energy and GHG-intense buildings can help support investment in the
smaller, less intensively operating ones
To understand the application of the EPC funding and guarantee model
To establish expectations for clusters of buildings, results and overall investment

This project would have the following characteristics:
 Contain a sample of 6 buildings (1 % of the building stock)
 The chosen buildings be a combination that hold the promise of energy cost savings and GHG
reduction savings, in the expectation that by addressing a set of buildings in this way, financial
and environmental imperatives can be achieved to the highest degree. The cluster should be
comprised of:
o
o
o

1 building from the “1-100” list
2 buildings from the “101-200” list
3 buildings from the remaining categories

 The project follow the best practices for ESCO projects, in that one firm is responsible for the
conceptualization, finalization and implementation of the work, and must provide a multi-year
guarantee of savings to the City (say 7 to 10 years), so that if savings are not met, the City is
compensated by the ESCO.
 The project be financed using the ESCO model that has been successfully used with many public
sector customers in Ontario. The ESCO, will work closely with the City to arrange financing that
would provide the initial capital for the work, and capable of carrying the cost of the project up to
a 25-year term (acceptable term length to be determined with the City).
 The project be developed and priced according to the pricing structure and values of the
successful ESCO on the last two submissions to the City on the Deep Retrofit projects. This
ensures procurement consistency and value for the City, while expediting the PoC
 That the project include the cost of financing, and repeat the same future utility and carbon
pricing as has been found in the City’s two Deep Retrofit RFPs (at the City’s discretion)
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 That the project be allowed to go as deep as possible in the reduction of GHGs, while maintaining
a “repayment” duration that matches the financing term
 The development of the project aligns with requirements of the Investor Confidence Project as
developed by the CaGBC
 The project be holistic in assessing other impacts of the Deep Retrofit, seeking out occupantcomfort feedback, maintenance cost impacts, re-sale value of the buildings, employee
absenteeism levels, etc. This will require cooperation between the City and the ESCO
 That the City set a GHG percentage reduction target for this project – say 60%. If the combined
percent reduction in GHGs cannot be made within the City defined financing timeframe, that the
ESCO identify the added capital that the City could consider providing to the project, acting as a
top-up in order to meet the target, OR the required extended financing term. The thought here is
that ESCO will go as aggressively as possible to identify the works to be performed on the building
to lower GHGs while maintaining a 25-year term for the financing. However, if after review by
both the ESCO and City staff shows that the GHG reduction cannot be met through guarantee
energy savings alone, that the City would know the added cost to bring the GHG levels down to
target levels. In this way, the City’s capital requirement is minimized to the greatest possible
extent
 That the City work alongside the ESCO to identify, accelerate and integrate any future capital
projects related to building systems (electrical, envelope, roofing, Heating/Ventilation/AirConditioning), in the expectation that the combination of long-term, verifiable energy savings
plus planned capital expenditure can work together to maximize the impact on GHG reduction
 The project considers the introduction of clean energy solutions to maximise GHG reduction and
hedge against the future cost of energy
An example group of six buildings is illustrated below. These six buildings represent different types of
assets, different parts of the City and address 833 tonnes of CO2. The estimated range of investment (to
be repaid by guaranteed energy savings) could be $4 to $7 million. Investment figures are very difficult to
establish exactly at this point without more detailed information. Each building is unique in its type of
energy using systems, its condition, its siting, etc.
Additionally, performing more universal deep retrofits is a somewhat new exercise for the City, driven by
the new mandate of drastic reductions in GHG. This exercise will help provide analysis on the operational
and financial benefits of utilizing Energy Performance Contracting (with financing) to help support the
goals of TransformTO.
Name

Address

Asset Type

Ranking Group

CO2 in tonnes

1-100

420

Toronto Water Centre

60 Tiffield Rd

Office

Don Mills Arena

1030 Don Mills Rd.

Community Infrastructure

101-200

136

City Clerk’s office

88 Sunrise Ave

Office

101-200

129
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Fire Station 112

5700 Bathurst

Emergency Services

201-300

82

Riverdale Library

370 Broadview

Community Infrastructure

301-400

42

Islington Seniors
Centre

4968 Dundas St W.

Community Infrastructure

401-500
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6. Ensuring program roll-out of EPC work within the TransformTO
framework of outcomes
Program Structure
As part of this submission to the City, Trane (ESAC member and one of the pre-qualified firms noted in
earlier sections and successful proponent of the first EPC retrofit procurement issued by the City under
the vendor of record) undertook a sophisticated analysis of the energy spend of the City, along with data
on square footage, function, total energy use, GHG emissions, and other facility information provided by
City staff involved with TransformTO.
Trane created an Excel-based tool to help staff list all the buildings and their major energy and emissions
characteristics, and their relative rankings against each other. Eventually, the classification of each
building was aligned to suit the 9 asset types that an EPC Deep Retrofit program would be encountering:












Office – administrative offices
Industrial - transfer stations, animal centres, greenhouses, laboratory
Residential/Housing – childcare facilities, shelters and housing, long-term care homes
Parking Facilities – parking lots and garages
Community Infrastructure – public libraries, community centres, indoor recreation facilities,
indoor sport facilities, indoor swimming pools
Emergency Services – ambulance stations, fire stations, police stations
Tourism, Culture & Heritage – cultural facilities
Minor & Miscellaneous – storage facilities
Transit System Infrastructure – transportation hub
Transportation Infrastructure – not included in this analysis
Utility Infrastructure – not included in this analysis

From the tool, it is easy determine a ranked list of the top buildings for energy use, or energy cost, or
GHG emissions, or energy use intensity (energy used/sqft), etc.
Then, a weighting criteria was created within the tool so that users could perform “what-if” scenarios.
The tool can help the City select the right buildings to pursue in the TransformTO program so that
maximum impact and progress on the TranformTO goals can be achieved.
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Category Weight

Enter Desired
Category Weight

Rank Sqft
Rank GJ
Rank $
Rank kWh
Rank Thermal
Rank C02
Rank GJ/m2
Rank C02/m2
Total Must equal 100%

12.50%
12.50%
12.50%
12.50%
12.50%
12.50%
12.50%
12.50%

100.0%

The table below provides the results of different what-if scenarios. For instance, it is traditionally believed
that when pursuing energy retrofit projects within a portfolio, energy intensive buildings must be
selected. These building use a high degree of energy per square foot of floor area (high GJ/m2). There is
“more to pursue”, and the retrofit project can give good economic performance. The reasoning was first
applied to the weighting characteristics for sorting the best buildings to retrofit.
The result was that the top 100 buildings in this scenario only represented 46% of total City GHG
emissions. Therefore, choosing buildings for retrofit based largely on traditional thinking meant that a
large portion of CO2 emissions would be left untouched.
However, the City has new goals, and needs to consider a new form of prioritizing its buildings. Our
analysis showed that equally weighting Total Energy Spend ($) per year, and Total GHG Emissions
(tonnes) per year yielded the best sorting of buildings. The top 100 buildings for this weighting scenario
(out of the 590 buildings analyzed) represent 71% of both energy cost and GHG emissions for the City.

We believe that the City will make the most progress in its goals by prioritizing these buildings for retrofit.
That said, we recognize that doing these buildings only will mean that a large portion of the portfolio may
get left behind. A strong way forward is for the City to cluster buildings into projects that will have good
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financial AND GHG outcomes when addressed together. The retrofit projects that are more financially
positive (and still achieve GHG reductions) can help financially support other buildings whose GHG
reductions will have greater impact, but whose retrofit is not as attractive financially. This is the basis of
the Proof of Concept.
Below is a summary of relevant statistics pertaining to the City’s buildings, when grouped according to
the 50/50 weighting indicated in the table shown above.

We are able to demonstrate that within the top 3 tiers of buildings (ranked 1 to 299) lies 86% of the total
square footage of City-owned properties, 93% of the Utility cost of City-owned properties ($64,724,267),
and 93% of the CO2 output from all City-owned properties (water and waste-water sites excluded).
We strongly suggest that the City should focus its efforts on these three tiers when creating clusters of
buildings for future EPC Deep Retrofit project as these will have the greatest outcomes.
There are good reasons to cluster buildings into discreet retrofit projects;
 Provide greater impact on TransformTO goals more quickly by addressing multiple buildings at a
time, showing progress and leadership to the public and to Council
 Leverage City staff resources – it is more efficient to issue one RFP for multiple buildings, lowers
administration and project management time and money
 A larger project, due to more buildings being involved, can attract the attention of more subcontractors to support the work of the ESCOs
 Properly clustered, high dollar savings buildings can help support less financially attractive
projects, but still result in measurable, meaningful progress on GHG reduction
Clusters could be created as follows, according to the City’s preferences;
 By neighbourhood, or postal code. This has the advantage of concentrating trades and
professionals into one geographical space, which may produce cost and time savings
 By building function
 By envisioned retrofit (e.g. geothermal)
 By public profile. This has the advantage of purposely showing active leadership on City assets
ESCO providers are very experienced at working on portfolios of buildings, and the City can be confident
that as they issue future RFPs that contain clusters of buildings, this knowledgeable and expert industry
can professionally manage each project.
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The Investment
Undergoing deep retrofit projects is still an emerging trend within municipal government in Canada.
Online sources show that investments of $25 to $150 / square foot have been made in buildings to
achieve a deep retrofit outcome of over 50%. However, the value of the investment can vary significantly,
due to local conditions and designs.
As a great deal of the work can be paid for by the actual savings achieved by the retrofit, the degree of
investment could be seen as less critical, since the majority of investment would be recouped from what
is already being spent within existing operational budgets (future energy savings).
Assuming an investment level of $40 to $75 per square foot of space, the possible range of investment in
the top 300 buildings (18,047,748 square feet) would be $722 M to $1,315 M. This project work would
aim to meet the TransformTO goal for City buildings of a 40% average energy reduction. CO2 savings
would likely be higher in percentage, perhaps over 50%. The investment would be made through the
vehicle of the EPC Deep Retrofit business model, paid back over a defined period by the savings and the
benefits that are an outcome of the work. Each project awarded through an RFP may have an investment
value of $10-$30 million, a project size that is comfortably within the range of the current ESCO market.
In today’s dollars, 40% energy savings is $25,889,700. We may find that savings are higher than
anticipated, depending upon the unique building/cluster characteristics. Future utility costs and carbon
pricing are expected to rise, and this helps the long-term economics of these projects.
Current and future City planned Capital expenditures should be smartly integrated into the projects so
that City capital is best-deployed for the long term optimization of CO2. For example, at the Etobicoke
Olympium Deep Retrofit project, City staff and Trane are exploring the best location for the proposed
geothermal borefield. While it could be installed in the adjacent Centennial Park, it may be a better longterm solution to install it under the Olympium’s parking lot, which appears in need of resurfacing in the
next few years. Borefield installations often happen under parking lots, and this location would be closer
to the building than the nearby field and the capital cost for the parking lot include in the retrofit project.
As part of this same project, capital replacement of the main pool Air Handling Unit is being reviewed by
Trane to ensure energy/CO2 saving designs are incorporated to set the right direction for the long-term
benefit of the City.

Future ESCO Deep Retrofit Request for Proposals
When issuing RFPs to the community of prequalified ESCO firms, we suggest the City pursue the following
principles, established to capture the best overall project economics and advancement of the
TransformTO agenda for the City’s building assets:


Always have at least 1 building from the Top 100 list in each RFP grouping
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Deliver 100 buildings initially by 2024, to establish the way for the remaining building
stock
Each RFP cluster at least 5 buildings
Clusters selected to account for the City’s “State of Good Repair” schedule for
maintenance, outstanding disrepair and lifecycle replacements
At least a 20-year time frame for the investment, with 30 years preferred to ensure the
deepest possible gains
Aim to achieve at least 40% energy cost reduction and/ or at least 50% CO2 reduction
versus 2017 baseline year. This is a major contributing factor towards the City’s target
goal of Net Zero by 2040. Additional measures can be employed to achieve the additional
50% such as clean energy production, storage, major whole building renovations

The table below shows the potential degree of activity. For this effort, we are assuming an average of 5
buildings clustered as one RFP, and that each cluster of buildings would address approximately 12,500
tonnes of GHGs currently resulting from the buildings’ operation.

By 2024, the annual amount of CO2 being saved is the equivalent to the annual carbon sequestration
from a forest of 14,000 acres. This pace of activity is very viable, and the ESCO industry is ready to engage
fully with the City to take on this challenge.

Suggested Governance Structure for Delivery
The following section sets out a suggested governance model for how the program may be established
and how the projects can be procured and monitored. The diagram also provides a description for each of
the key areas of expertise required for the successful delivery
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Potential Delivery Governance Model
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Risk Oversight Committee (ROC) – Made up from certain City leadership members (eg Heather and Josie),
senior management and advisory specialists, the role of the ROC is to oversee the overall program. The
ROC will insure the City interests are protected and the project outcomes achieved. The ROC will also
champion the program internally within the City, ensuring buy-in and support.
City Project Lead – City employee (eg Howlan) with overall responsibility for the project, reporting to the
ROC, the City Project Lead will supervise the management of the project and accept progress reporting
from the Project Management company
Assistant Project Lead – City employee providing direct support and coverage to the City Project Lead
ESCo advisory specialist – Independent advisory company with skills in procurement, project
management and finance. Reporting directly to the City Project Lead and independent advisor to the
ROC. Liaising with City internal procurement the firm will procure and provide ongoing day-to-day
management of the external Project Management company, ensuring that they conform to City
procedures and manage the program on time and budget. The firm will also provide oversight to the
Project Management company to ensure that the City’s basic requirements are preserved around GHG
reduction, Energy savings and job creation
Project Management Company – Competitively procured external project management company
appointed to act on behalf of the City to procure the ESCO firms on behalf of the City and manage the
projects’ roll-out. The project management company will also be responsible for the inclusion of
architectural oversight for projects that go above and beyond simple energy retrofits. The project
management company can also be procured with the expertise to conduct random M&V audits on the
ESCOs to protect the interests of the City
ESCO firms – The City currently has 8 ESCO firms on its pre-procured vendor of record. The ESCO firms will
be responsible for delivering the bundled projects and developing additional measures for consideration
by the City in the project scope (such as clean energy, energy storage etc.)
Debt Financing – Sourced directly by the City or through the ESCO or a blend of the two
ESAC – Input from the Energy Services Association of Canada to be coordinated by Espirito to provide
collective input and feedback on industry initiatives, latest innovations in delivery and project structures,
provide a forum to engage with the City to optimise Phase 2, 3 etc. procurements
City Procurement – To represent the City and ensure that City best practice procurement policy is
followed and provide input on specialist City related initiatives
Fairness Advisor – Independent third party to ensure that openness and transparency is followed for each
project procurement. Essential to protect the City interests from procurement challenges and protect the
integrity of the project. Recommended on all projects with a capital value exceeding $2million
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